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Summary

Environmental differences between the breeding station and the production environment in
villages may cause genotype by environment interactions (GxE). To improve genetic gain of
breeding programs for village production, breeding schemes with observations obtained in
village production systems using individual (VIO) and group recording (VGO) were examined
under different levels of GxE. The breeding program was designed for dual-purpose poultry for
body weight and egg production. GxE was modelled by varying the correlation between traits
measured in the breeding station and in village environments for body weight (rg_BW) and egg
production (rg_EP). Relative genetic gains obtained from VIO and VGO were used for
comparison between the schemes. Different numbers of birds tested in village environments
were explored. Results showed that village observations significantly improved genetic gains
compared to the breeding scheme without birds tested in village. The improvement was only
slightly larger with individual observations than with group observations. Increasing the number
of village tested birds increased genetic gain. Higher rg_BW and rg_EP led to lower increases in
genetic gain. It is recommended that group recording of village observations is applied when a
strong GxE in breeding for village poultry is expected.
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Introduction

Village production by poor and nutritionally insecure people in the rural and peri-urban
regions of the Sub-Saharan Africa prefers dual-purpose indigenous chicken in a scavenging or
semi-scavenging system. To improve the livelihood of the poor people in these regions, breeding
programs have been carried out, e.g. the breeding program initiated in 2008 at the Debre Zeit
Agricultural Research Centre in Ethiopia (Dana, 2011). However, for ease of implementation,
the breeding program is carried out on a research station without testing in villages. The
differences in conditions at the research station, where birds are selected under hygienic
conditions, nutritionally adequate diets, and well-protected cages, versus in the villages, where
birds are subjected to a combination of low food availability, sub-optimal diet, prevalence of
diseases, and other social interaction factors, might cause GxE.

On-farm sib testing can improve the breeding program for village poultry production in
presence of GxE. However, a big challenge for implementing sib testing in village households is
routine collection of observations on individual animals. Group mean of full-sibs and half-sibs
can be a possible alternative for village phenotype recording. This paper proposes different
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breeding schemes for village dual-purpose poultry production in the presence of GxE.

Materials and methods

The stochastic simulation program ADAM (Pedersen, 2009) was used to simulate 100
replicates for each scenario. The simulation mimicked the situation of the Horro chicken
breeding population at the Debre Zeit Agricultural Research Centre, Ethiopia (Dana, 2011). The
schemes were designed for dual-purpose village poultry production, including the traits body
weight (BW) and egg production (EP), as illustrated in Figure 1. Each generation, selection
candidates went through two BLUP selection rounds.

Figure 1: Breeding cycle of a generation
1 Sex ratio of 1♂:1♀; 2 Bodyweight observed in both ♂ and ♀; 3 Egg production observed in ♀

Birds reproduced/ selected Observations realized Information for selection

In the station environment, BW and EP were denoted as BWs and EPs, respectively,
whereas in the village environment, the performances were denoted as BWv and EPv,
respectively. Observations on BWs and EPs were realized individually, while BWv and EPv were
recorded as either group mean or individually. Group records were the average of the simulated
phenotypes of 10 paternal-sibs, which were randomly selected from offspring of a sire. The
genetic parameters assumed for all traits are shown in Table 1. To ensure a positive-definite
matrix of genetic covariance, the genetic correlation between BWs and EPv was approximated by
multiplying the average of rg_BW and rg_EP by correlation between BWs and EPs. This
approximation came from assuming that the link between BWs and EPv might be through either
one of the two paths including a path through correlation between BWs and EPs and correlation
between EPs and EPv and another path through correlation between BWs and BWv and
correlation between BWv and EPv. The genetic correlation between BWv and EPs was
approximated in the same way.
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Table 1: Genetic parameters assumed for simulating body weight (BW in g) and egg number
(EP) in station (s) and village (v) environments: phenotypic variance, heritability (along the
diagonal), genetic correlations (above diagonal), and environmental correlations (below
diagonal)

BWs EPs BWv EPv
BWs 291751 0.41 -0.12 rg_BW -0.12* (rg_BW + rg_EP)/2
EPs 130.65 0.02 0.28 -0.12* (rg_BW + rg_EP)/2 rg_EP
BWv 569610 0 0 0.21 -0.12
EPv 261.29 0 0 0.02 0.14

Note: rg_BW and rg_EP, genetic correlations between traits of station and village environments, are variable factors.

A reference breeding scheme and two alternative breeding schemes (VIO and VGO) were
simulated (Table 2). Other investigated factors were number of tested birds and genetic
correlations between traits of station and village environments for BW (rg_BW) and for EP (rg_EP).

Table 2: Breeding schemes genetic correlations between station and village traits

Variables

Reference
breeding
scheme

Alternative breeding scheme
Individual

observation (VIO)
Group observation

(VGO)
Number of tested birds 600, 1200, 1800 600, 1200, 1800 600, 1200, 1800
Type of observations on tested birds Station Village Village
Recording method Individual Individual Group
Genetic correlation between station
and village body weight (rg_BW)

0.5, 0.7, 0.9 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 0.5, 0.7, 0.9

Genetic correlation between station
and village egg production (rg_EP)

0.1, 0.3, 0.5 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 0.1, 0.3, 0.5

Breeding was done to optimize production in the village environment and therefore the
breeding goal was: H = 0* BWs + 0* EPs + 0.078* BWv + 9.080* EPv.

Breeding values were estimated using multivariate best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP)
models using pedigree. The models for VIO, VGO and the reference scheme were similar,
except that for VGO individual phenotypes were replaced with the averages of the phenotypes of
the 10 paternal-sibs.

For each replicate, genetic gain per generation (ΔG) was computed and then the relative
genetic gain per generation (RG) of the VIO and VGO scenarios over the corresponding
reference scenarios was calculated as follows:
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Results and discussions

For the VIO and VGO schemes, RG ranged from 21 to 268% (Table 3). Thus, all VIO and
VGO breeding schemes had genetic gain greater than the corresponding reference scheme. The
VIO breeding scheme had higher RG than the VGO breeding scheme. VGO breeding scheme
was similar to VIO, except that recordings of village performance were in groups of 10 paternal-
sibs. Pooling birds in groups reduced the amount of information that was provided for each
individual because the effects of dams mated to a sire on their offspring cannot be distinguished
in the BLUP model. The reduction of gain of VGO compared to the corresponding VIO scenario
was at most 20%. The addition of birds tested in the village increased RG. Also, lower genetic
correlations between traits measured on station and village environments, led to higher RG.

Table 3: Means of relative genetic gains (%) (± SEM of 2%) of breeding scenarios with different
genetic correlations between station and village body weight (rg_BW) and egg production traits
(rg_EP) using either village individual (VIO) or group recording (VGO) of 600, 1200 and 1800
village tested birds.

600 1200 1800
VGO VIO VGO VIO VGO VIO

rg_BW=0.5

rg_EP=0.1 194 198 201 221 249 268
rg_EP=0.3 74 79 88 93 102 112
rg_EP=0.5 30 35 50 56 51 59

rg_BW=0.7

rg_EP=0.1 146 155 164 179 179 194
rg_EP=0.3 59 69 78 83 86 96
rg_EP=0.5 29 32 36 41 38 47

rg_BW=0.9

rg_EP=0.1 126 132 130 141 145 155
rg_EP=0.3 50 55 69 72 73 80
rg_EP=0.5 21 25 27 33 38 42

Implications

Using village observations, breeding schemes of VIO and VGO can be used to improve
genetic gain for village performance of a breeding program when GxE is present. In addition,
the use of these schemes may maintain adaptability traits, which are major advantages of
indigenous chicken in village production. However, routine recording of phenotypes on
individual birds is most likely not possible in village production systems. Therefore, the
recommended breeding scheme for village poultry production is VGO.
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